This paper is devoted to the study of certain families of orbits in the problem of three bodies, which lie in the neighborhood of known orbits of simple types, but in which the masses are arbitrary and fixed. The classical method of variation of a parameter which enters into the equations of motion cannot, therefore, be employed; instead, extensive use is made of methods in which the notion of invariant relation]" plays a prominent rôle.
In the first two paragraphs are developed certain implications regarding the equations of variation, which result from the existence of a set of invariant relations satisfied by the generating solution of a differential system, following which certain properties of isosceles triangle solutions with axis of symmetry in the problem of three bodies are established.
The latter part of the paper is given up to the study of plane orbits which lie in the neighborhood of the straight line solutions, or in the neighborhood of the equilateral triangle solutions, respectively ; in this study a simple reduction of the equations of motion in the plane is obtained, which is found especially convenient.
Many of the results obtained concerning these last solutions have been given by D. Buchanan,J but the method employed here has made it possible to go farther in certain respects.
Certain related questions of stability will be taken up in a later paper. to form a set of invariant relations for solutions of (1). If a particular solution of (1) is defined by the equations Xl = WX(t) , • • • , X" = Wn (t) in an interval 5: (0^1 = T), let R be the region composed of all points (*i, • • • , xn) of D which satisfy the inequalities (a) | *■<-_><(/) |<a (tel, ■ ■ • , n) , for some / on 8. It will be assumed that <px, ■ ■ ■ , <pr are analytic Avithin R, and that for every value of t on S some r-rowed determinant of the matrix it follows that I*»-o>»(/°)|< 6, and inequalities («0 are a consequence of (0).
Invariant relations
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and the series on the right must converge if (xx, ■ ■ ■ , xn) lies within a region (a') |*-«iW|<*", \t-t"\<n (tel, •..,»), which corresponds to that defined by inequalities (ß'). Since every t on 5 lies in an interval 5' for which equations of the form (2") hold, it follows from the Heine-Borel theorem that 5 can be covered by a finite number of intervals of this form, and these can be chosen as overlapping intervals Ô' ; if â is the smallest of the quantities a", inequalities (a') are a consequence of inequalities (-) : \xi~Wi(t)\<ä , Q = t£T .
Since the coefficients of the series on the right of (2"), defined for a region 5', must coincide Avith the corresponding ones defined for 8" in the region common to 8' and 8", each must be the analytic prolongation of the other. It follows that equations (2" (3) -i--E--y.+ L,--z>+ii (yi, • • • .>v, zr+x, • -• ,«"). dt _i dy, ,-T+i dy.
[January The equations of variation of the system (1') are therefore in the form
If the system (a) is integrated first, (b) can be integrated as a nonhomogeneous system in zr+1, • • ■ , z". The system obtained from (1') by giving y¡, • • • , y, the value zero will be called the reduced system with respect to the relations (2). This reduced system may admit another set of invariant relations, by means of which a second reduced system is obtained, etc. In this manner any given set of invariant relations can be grouped into sub-sets, Si :
(tpl, The integration of equations (a) is therefore reduced to the successive integrations of the sets (Si), (57), • • • , (5m'), the set (Sk) forming a non-homogeneous system in fx , ■ ■ ■ , y*, if the sets (Sx), ■ ■ ■ , (S't-X) have been previously integrated. 
A SPECIAL FORM OF INVARIANT RELATIONS
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Periodic orbits
In this paragraph will be outlined a variation of the method of Poincaré, for determining the periodic solutions of a differential system, which does not contain a parameter explicitly. where $2° is of at least the second degree with respect to ßi, ■ ■ ■ , ßn, the coefficients being continuous functions of t, and the series converge if 0 = t^f, \ßi\<e (*-l, 2, •••,»).
The functions £^(0 are solutions of the equations of variation for (1),
iff A dXt m dt ,_i dx.
and are such that for t = 0, (4) Ao)-*r
If the generating periodic orbit has the period T, the problem of determining periodic orbits of period T+t is reduced to that of solving the system of equations are zero. If a certain number of uniform integrals of (1) exist, the rank of A will in general be less than « ; but in this case* these integrals can be used in place of some of the equations (5).
4. Certain properties of isosceles triangle solutions with axis of symmetry, in the problem of three bodies
The equations of motion of the isosceles triangle solutions with axis of symmetry in the problem of three bodies can be given the form
In these equations 2m' is the common mass of two of the bodies, mt the mass of the third, r the distance between the two equal masses, r0 the distance from either to the third, and f is the distance from the third to the center of gravity of the first two.
These equations admit the integral F = C, and it was shown by J. Chazyf that if C<0, 0?¿O, r must satisfy certain inequalities (2) 0<ttgfgj3.
It can also be shown that positive constants Ä, B can be found such that if 0^0, C< -Â, then | f | <B and consequently (4) _L + _f=0.
From (3), dP n a (5) -<-<-.
5» r3 y
Consider an equation
for all values of t, A and B being certain positive constants, and <p continuous in its arguments. Let s«., z2 be solutions of the equations cPzx -+ **-.,
If -i, Zi, f satisfy the initial conditions
Jo * Poincaré, Les Méthodes Nouvelles, vol. 3, p. 141. For the method of Poincaré can be applied to prove that if P {ro, fo, Ro, Z<>\ is any point of (D), S any region surrounding P, Q an arbitrary point of 6, 0o a given value of 0, the probability that (r, f, jR, Z) will lie in £ only a finite number of times with 0=00+2*»-is arbitrarily small (k an integer) if (r, f, R, Z) =Q, 0=0* [January or if zx(tx) =0, tx being the first zero of zx(t) after / = 0, -f(<i)zi'('i)>0, and since zx(tx) <0, f(/i) >0. In the same manner we obtain 
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Taking the limit of the expression on the right of (10) as ti approaches zero, roo.
ZlOl) >i, since the right member of (10) where F0 is independent of f, Z, F2 is of the second degree, and F4 of at least the fourth degree with respect to these variables. The equations f = Z = 0 form evidently a set of invariant relations for equations (1, §4).
-Tand equations (1, §4), reduced by the relations f = Z = 0, can be integrated by the method of Jacobi. A complete integral of the partial differential equation (3) is the function
where 0, L are constants. If
One might be tempted to employ the method of §3 to determine periodic solutions of (4). Suppose The characteristic exponents for the system (5) are continuous functions of the eccentricity e in a region |e| <h, for some h>0, hence if 7^0 for e = 0, -7V0 for an interval |c| <hi = h. Consequently if the equation (7) is not satisfied, periodic solutions of period V = T+t must exist for a certain region |t| <t, |c| <hi.
* Les Méthodes Nouvelles, vol. 1, p. 181. But these are necessarily isosceles triangle solutions, for which f = Z = 0. In fact periodic isosceles triangle solutions in the plane exist, with f = Z = 0, and for these solutions the eccentricity of the relative elliptic movement can have any value between zero and one. From the equations satisfied by a periodic solution it is seen that there can be only one family of periodic isosceles triangle solutions, hence no periodic solutions except the plane isosceles triangle solutions, in general. For any other family of periodic solutions of the type considered, the ratio a/in is necessarily commensurable, where ±a are the characteristic exponents, 2tt/« the period of the generating plane isosceles triangle solution.
The plane isosceles triangle solutions (for which f = Z = 0) can be still further particularized by substituting Q = m'y/nrx, for which value the equations r -rx, R = 0 form a set of invariant relations. If we make the change of variables r = ri+r¡, the equations of motion, for small values of n and f, can be written
U=--r?--r-? + Ur,,S).
It follows immediately from the classical theorem of Lagrange that the generating periodic solution is stable (Avithin the family of isosceles triangle solutions).
Certain properties of the characteristic exponents
Suppose the movement of a material system defined by the equations
where F is periodic, of period T in /, and analytic in its remaining (2m+2r) variables within a certain domain D. If a periodic solution of period T, lying Avithin D, is defined by the equations Then A= ¡x^l is constant and different from zero, as a consequence of the classical theorems on linear differential systems.
If A,(t) is the cofactor of xfl) in A, an arbitrary solution of equations (3) and from a discussion analogous to that already given it follows that the only exponents in this expression not of the form a = 2rmi/T (m an integer) are exponents of the functions Ç<, »»,-.
* For each coefficient of the polynomial 4>k (z) is analytic, hence can be expanded in a Fourier series which converges absolutely and uniformly for all real values of z; and the integral can be evaluated by the term-by-term integration of these series: = í¡ <S \Ar Çe-^'z' cos2^pdz+Br j e-'k'z' sin^dz] I.
Each integral can be expressed as a sum of terms of the same form as the integrand, of degree at most one greater in t; the numerical coefficients introduced are bounded, for all values of r, hence the series of integrated terms converges absolutely and uniformly and when expressed as a poylnomial in t, multiplied by «_a*,1 is of the form (7).
It is an immediate consequence that the characteristic exponents different from zero can be calculated either from the original system (2 ; a, ß, y) or from the reduced system (2, a), which are the equations of variation for the system obtained from (1) by substituting Ui = d, «¿ = 0, and ignoring the coordinates vx, • ■ • , vT.
Another property, of importance in the calculation of the characteristic exponents, is their invariance under an analytic change of variables which does not involve the time.*
Reduction of the equations of motion in the neighborhood of the straight line solutions
In the following paragraphs we shall apply some of the preceding results to the study of orbits in the neighborhood of the straight line solutions, and the equilateral triangle solutions, respectively, in the problem of three bodies. The notion of invariant relation appears especially convenient.
If three masses m0, mx, m2 have the coordinates and components of momentum Here r0, ft, rt are the distances separating the masses (»i, mt), (mit m0), (mo, m{), respectively. If the center of gravity is taken as the origin, introducing the notation (6) and (6') together form a set which characterizes a movement on a fixed straight line. Suppose p a mobile straight line through the center of gravity, taken as the origin, and let x/, Xi, x/ be the coordinates of m0, mx, m% respectively on p, mx lying between m0 and m2. Suppose Or if «■+i0'-ffi' = 0, -----= 0, pi'-apo' = 0, ---a--=0, ¿i dt dt dt ¿tV ¿ô2' , . dp/ ¿po' »+«,'-Íi'-O , ----= 0, p2'-/3po' = 0, ---ß---0, _ ¿/ ¿< dt dt * Charlier, Z)»'e Mechanik des Himmels, vol. 2, 1907, p. 95. where e = l if a>0, otherwise e = 0. If the left hand members of (11) are zero at t = t0, it can easily be shown that as a result of (11) (1") dRi' dF/ de/ dFi' --=---=-(i-0,1,2), dt dp/ dt de/ as is easily verified ; from these equations it follows that each mass moves in an ellipse having the center of gravity at one of the foci. If polar coordinates corresponding to the variables (3) are employed, with the relations As a consequence of equations (16) equations (b) are equivalent to (c) and it can easily be shown that equations (11') follow from (11).
It will be established, independently of (11), that equations (11'; a, c) form a set of invariant relations ; as a consequence of the principle stated by Poincaré ( §1) it is only necessary to show that equations (a), (c) with (16) imply that the derivatives of the left members of these equations are zero. Since equations (c) and (16) imply (b), it only remains to show that the derivatives of the left members of (c) are zero, as a consequence of (a), (c), and (16). From (5) (14), (11', a),
The equality to be established follows immediately, and the relations (11') are therefore a set of invariant relations, which define the straight line solutions in terms of the variables (13) and the corresponding quantities Ri, Gi. When these relations are satisfied it follows from (15) Gi -Gi+Gt , G = Gt .
Since Gi+G% = C, it follows that dF/dipx' = 0, as is easily verified.*
Instead of the variables
Pi , P2 , <p , Ri , Rt , G , * The canonical reduction of equations (4, §7) to four degrees of freedom given by Poincaré (Les Méthodes Nouvelles, vol. 1, Chap. 1) can also be obtained by a repetition of this transformation, from the equations in terms of the elliptic coordinates h, h, ft, g2, 0i, 0«, ii, Li, ft, Gi, e,, e2 (0*=ct cos «»).
If the motion is referred to the invariable plane, from the area integrals one obtains 0i-r-6, = C, Gi sin «'i+G2 sin ¿2 = 0, 02=0i. Applying the transformation above, we obtain the canonical variables 01 =01, 02 =02-01 = 0, C=01-f-U2, 02 =02, and since dF/dßi'=dF/d&i', the variables Bi',Qi can be ignored, and the reduced system of Poincaré results. If the further transformation * = ft. « = «2-ft, H=Gi+Gi-C, G=Gt is made, then, from the equations above,
2C+H
These last canonical variables are such that a motion in the invariable plane is characterized by the single invariant relation H=0, if CVO, Gi^C-Gi")^, and when this relation is satisfied the remaining variables define the motion with three degrees of freedom in the plane, while h is ignorable. For if ff°=0, Ct^O, Gí"(C-G2°)pí0, then ¿2-¿i=2mr, consequently from the area integrals we obtain (Gi'+Gjijcos *i = C^O, (Gi'+Gi0) sin i,=0.
Hence sin ,"i = 0, and the inclinations of the two osculating elliptic orbits are zero at the time <=/°; whence they must be zero for all values of /, and hence B = 0 for every value of t. Consequently (1)-,-(*-l,2), dt dp» dt dipk 1 2 1 / , Gk\ dpi dpi dpt dpi dipi dipt
To show that equations (2 ; a, c) form a set of invariant relations, we shall show that (1) and (2 ; a, c) imply that the derivatives of the left hand members of (2; a, c) are zero. Since (1) and (2, c) imply (2, b), and the equations (5) we obtain
2.4\(p2-mpi)2 2/ J and, similarly,
where t/s is a power series in sin2(w2/2) of at least the second degree in sin2(«2/2). It follows immediately that consequently the product of the two roots s\, s\ of the equation above is negative. Hence two of the characteristic exponents are real, and two are pure imaginaries. It is easy to find particular cases in which none of these exponents are multiples of ni if T = 2ir/n is the period of the generating solution.
10. Orbits in the neighborhood of the equilateral triangle solutions As in the preceding paragraph, we shall set up the equations of variation for the equilateral triangle solution considered.
From the relations r* = p2+M2Pi-2/ipiP2Cos(w-i-«J) , r2 = p2+X2Pj+2Xpip2cos (u+Ui) , It" dp "2 6, ¿»i 
Orbits asymptotic to the straight line and equilateral triangle solutions, respectively
If in equations (1", §8) we put Pi"=pÎ+£, Fi" = FÎ+?7, and expand F in powers of £ and r], where p\, R\ satisfy the equations of the straight line solution, F is of the second degree Avith respect to r?, but a power series in £. If the equations of variation for £, 77 are integrated, the solutions are periodic of period 27r/«, and accordingly the characteristic exponents are ±ni. From the theory of linear equations with periodic coefficients it follows that by means of one linear transformation with periodic coefficients the equations in £, ij can be reduced to a system Avith constant coefficients, and the equations in «,-, Vi can be similarly reduced by means of a linear transformation Avith coefficients of period 27r/« in /. These equations can in fact be given the form 
¿v2 Ht --r-JA'+*<Ç , where <p¿, ■ ■ ■ , <p2 are of at least the second degree with respect to the variables £', rj', »/, v¿ and periodic of period T = 2ir/n with respect to /. We can at once apply the method of Picard to determine solutions of (2) developed in powers of e"' if Si has its real part negative, and it has been seen that there is just one characteristic exponent having this property, the others being pure imaginaries or positive. Hence no sum of the form pisi+y'i-sh (Ä=l, 2, 3) can vanish, if pi =2. The variable 0 of Picard* is here e'; the application of Picard's method gives one solution developed in powers of eut which is such that £', i\ , u¡', vi approach zero as t->oo ; by choosing the other real exponent one obtains in precisely the same manner a solution approaching the straight line solution as / -> -oo.
The equations of motion for the equilateral triangle solution can be transformed into the form (2) in precisely the same manner, and the method of Picard can again be applied.
In this case two exponents sh s2 have their real parts negative, hence, for certain ranges of the masses and e, solutions can be obtained developed in powers of es'1, es,i which approach the equilateral triangle solutions as t -» oo . In the same manner another family of solutions can be obtained, which approach the equilateral triangle solutions as t->-oo ; the variables are here developed in powers of esü, eul, the coefficients being again periodic in t of period T = 2w/n. Solutions asymptotic to the straight line solutions for which the excen tri city is zero have been discussed by D. Buchananf for arbitrary masses ; it follows from the results of §9 that of the four cases mentioned by him only Case I is possible.
While the series obtained in this manner are not real, the arbitrary constants can be chosen as conjugate imaginaries, and the periodic functions which enter into the transformations can be chosen in conjugate pairs in such a manner that the original variables are real functions of t. The calculation of these series is outlined very completely in the two papers of D. Buchanan, following another method, if e = 0 for the generating solution ; with the variables above and the method of Picard the corresponding asymptotic solutions can be obtained for e arbitrary within certain limits.
